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In modern era, students have many problems. Student have transition era from young to adults human, in adults human have many steps, first from educated, career, different physically, attitude, sexual etc. they have responsible feel and individual life from many problems which natural feel. So it’s to need controlling to your body. Which controlling students can finished some problems with good solution. Student can analyze to meaning something have supervisor to be tutor or guided dormitory in University.

Not only student but also supervisor have many heavy responsible. They had can balance between responsible in campus and cottage. Same like it make loaded and stress feel, low spirits, and bored. It has needed self control to supervisor, many purpose to manage times and him self to keep spirits to do anything with responsible feel.

Self control is individual ability to arranges, guidance, and to course attitude with combine physically function, and psychological so it’s can give good impression in public. Dzikir is remember Allah anytime in your heart and not only your mouth, but say with “tayyibah” sense and hope blessed us. The analyze have purpose to knowing how many level this self control and dzikir which doing many supervisor.

This analyze use quantitative method. This method use number, emmeration, and skor. And use correlation Product Moment Pearson, the result is self control have many level of supervisor high level. Significant great is 0.000 < 0.005. It’s showed that correlation positive dzikir between self control of supervisor in Ma’had Sunan Ampel Al-Ali UIN Maulana Malik Ibrahim Malang. If you have some suggestion to next analyze more deeped analyze about dzikir and psychology lesson.